ABSTRACT Liveness enforcement is of great importance to resource allocation systems (RASs) since liveness is closely related to their performance and security. Petri nets (PNs) are widely used to analyze, model and control RAS. In this paper, we focus on a class of PNs named weighted systems of simple sequential processes with resources (WS 3 PR), which well model a kind of RASs, and we study how to enforce liveness on WS 3 PR by allocating resources. First, we present a sufficient condition under which a WS 3 PR system is live, that is, no strongly connected special resource subnet exists in the system. Then, based on this condition, for a WS 3 PR with only the initial marking of idle places given, we propose an algorithm that computes an initial marking of resource places, which guarantees the liveness of the WS 3 PR system. Note that, we do not guarantee that the resulting solution is minimal, in the sense that a smaller initial marking of resource places that still leads to liveness could exist. However, several numerical examples show that the solution resulting from the proposed approach is minimal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Liveness is an important property of resource allocation systems (RASs) [20] varying from flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs), guidepath-based transport systems, workflow management systems to multi-core computer architectures in the real world. A non-live system implies that some events in it can never occur in the future steps due to the formation of local or global deadlocks, which unfortunately often cause additional costs in manufacturing systems because of long downtime and low utilization of resources and even bring dangers to personal safety in safety-critical systems. Therefore, it is significantly important to guarantee the liveness of RAS.
Petri nets (PNs) [18] are a popular mathematical tool for modeling and analyzing RAS as well as handling some problems such as supervisory control problems [13] , [28] , [35] - [39] , scheduling problems [40] - [43] , fault diagnosis [44] - [46] , and opacity verification and enforcement [47] . There are also parallel activities working on these problems using automata as a modelling tool [44] , [47] - [50] . The methods of liveness enforcement for RAS under the framework of PNs can be divided into two categories: 1) supervisor synthesis [1] - [8] , [11] , [13] , [19] , [22] , [23] , [29] , [30] ; and 2) initial marking configuration [9] , [10] , [14] , [16] , [33] , [34] . This first one, to be more exact, synthesizes an external supervisor that ensures each running process uses resources ''properly'' and thereby guarantees the liveness of the controlled system. Many methods in the literature fall into this category. Ezpeleta et al. [4] propose a subclass of PNs named Systems of Simple Sequential Processes with Resources (S 3 PR), which can well model a class of FMSs. They reveal that the liveness of S 3 PR system is related to the absence of emptiable siphons [25] - [27] , [31] , [32] . Furthermore, they successfully synthesize a liveness enforcing supervisor, which prevents each siphon in the S 3 PR from being emptied by adding monitor places. Since their work, many efforts [12] have been made on developing improved supervisors for S 3 PR systems to overcome a series of problems faced by Ezpeleta's supervisor like high computational complexity, high structural complexity, and low behavioral permissiveness.
The methods of initial marking configuration can be traced back to the works of Jeng and DiCesare [9] , Jeng [10] , and Zhou and DiCesare [33] , [34] in 1990s. In these early works, the liveness of a system is enforced by configuring a proper initial marking of idle places in the case that the initial marking of resource places is given and fixed.
It is worth noting that the methods of initial marking configuration have the advantage of requiring no external supervisor. This work resorts to resource allocation, which is another kind of methods falling into the category of initial marking configuration, to enforce liveness on a subclass of PNs called Weighted System of Simple Sequential Processes with Resources (WS 3 PR). We note that WS 3 PR is a generalization of S 3 PR with the weights of some arcs allowed to be greater than 1. Consequently, WS 3 PR has more powerful modelling capacity than S 3 PR. Now, resource allocation means allocating an appropriate number of resources in a RAS to enforce its liveness. Clearly, if a large enough quantity of resources are allocated to a RAS, its liveness is certainly enforced since a deadlock state is caused by the competition for limited resources. However, this method leads to the waste of many resources, which is rather undesirable. To save resources, it is typically required to allocate as few resources as possible to a RAS but they should be enough to guarantee liveness. Liu et al. [14] study the relationship between the liveness of a WS 3 PR system and its initial marking and then propose a liveness enforcement policy via resource allocation, which however may go wrong for some cases [24] . In a more recent work [16] , Liu et al. develop a new resource allocation method that successfully guarantees the liveness of S 3 PR systems.
In this work, we propose a resource allocation approach to enforce liveness on a WS 3 PR system. The basic idea is that of destroying all circular waits [11] in a WS 3 PR system via resource allocation. Note that a circular wait characterizes precisely a deadlock state. Once all circular waits are destroyed, no deadlock can arise in the system. The detailed contributions of this work include:
1. Special resource subnets in WS 3 PR systems are defined based on concepts of α-, β-and γ -transitions; 2. A sufficient condition for a WS 3 PR system being live is proposed, that is, no strongly connected special resource subnet (also called vital resource subnet for simplicity) exists in the WS 3 PR system; and 3. For a WS 3 PR with the initial marking of idle places given only, an algorithm is developed that computes an initial marking of resource places to guarantee the liveness of the WS 3 PR system.
Although the proposed approach does not guarantee the minimum of the solution, in several numerical examples that we tested the resulting solution is exactly minimal.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. PETRI NETS [18] A generalized Petri net (PN) is a four-tuple N = (P, T , F, W ) where P is the set of places and T is the set of transitions. P and T are finite, nonempty, and disjoint sets. F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is the set of flow relation represented by directed arcs from places to transitions or from transitions to places. W : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) → N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} assigns a weight to an arc such that W (x, y) > 0 if (x, y) ∈ F and W (x, y) = 0 otherwise, where x, y ∈ P ∪ T . Given a node x ∈ P ∪ T , the preset of x is • x = {y ∈ P ∪ T |(y, x) ∈ F} and the post-set
A marking of N is a mapping M : P → N. For the sake of space, a marking M is often denoted by the multi-set notation
A place p is said to be marked by M if M (p) > 0. A PN N with its initial marking M 0 is said to be a net system, denoted by (N , M 0 ).
Given two markings M 1 and
Note that a circuit determines a subnet that is obviously strongly connected.
Let
2 ) be two PNs. N 1 and N 2 are said to be composable if P 1 ∩ P 2 = P C = ∅ and T 1 ∩ T 2 = ∅. Given two composable PNs
B. WS 3 PR [14] Definition 1: A Weighted System of Simple Sequential Processes with Resources (WS 3 PR) N = (P A ∪P 0 ∪P R , T , F, W ) is defined as a composed net of a set of nets sharing some places, i.e., 
. N i is a strongly connected state machine, where [4] . Specifically, an S 3 PR is an ordinary PN, whereas a WS 3 PR may contain some arcs related to resources whose weights are greater than 1(See point 8 of Def. 1). Besides, we note that, like S 3 PR, each transition in a WS 3 PR has at most one input activity place and at most one output activity place, and has at most one input resource place and at most one output resource place. Hence, given a transition t in a WS 3 PR, we use a t, t a , r t, t r to denote the unique input and output activity places of t and the unique input and output resource places of t, respectively.
Definition 2: Given a WS 3 PR N , an initial marking M 0 is said to be acceptable if 1)
We call a WS 3 PR with an acceptable initial marking a well-marked WS 3 PR system. Moreover, we can see that an initial marking M 0 of a WS 3 PR can be divided into three parts, i.e., the restriction of M 0 to idle places, resource places and activity places, which are denoted as M 00 , M 0R and M 0A in this work, respectively. Besides, we use
We present a WS 3 PR system (N , M 0 ) in Fig. 1 , where
By Definition 2, the initial marking M 0 = 10p 1 + 10p 8 + 5r 1 + 8r 2 + 3r 3 + 15r 4 + 5r 5 + 6r 6 + 4r 7 is acceptable and thus (N , M 0 ) is a well-marked WS 3 PR system. In addition,
, where M 00 = 10p 1 + 10p 8 , M 0R = 5r 1 + 8r 2 + 3r 3 + 15r 4 + 5r 5 + 6r 6 + 4r 7 , and M 0A = 0. Also, we note that N contains two strongly connected state machines that are defined in point 6 of Definition 1. One is the subnet with respect to (w.r.t.) 
III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR WS 3 PR A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We first present the specific problem investigated in this paper. Problem 1: Given a WS 3 PR N and an initial marking w.r.t. idle places M 00 , how to compute an acceptable initial marking
Essentially, Problem 1 requires the computation of an initial marking w.r.t. resource places M 0R since it is clear that M 0A should be 0. From the practical point of view, taking an FMS [4] as an example, we can interpret Problem 1 as follows: when we know the number of raw products to be processed in each working process, how many copies of each resource should we allocate to this system such that no deadlock can arise during the evolution of this system?
We know that the presence of a deadlock in a system is caused by the competition for limited resources. Typically, the liveness of a system is not monotonic w.r.t. the increase of resources. However, if a large enough quantity of resources are provided, for sure the system is live since there is no need to compete for resources, which however leads to the waste of resources. In this work, to guarantee the liveness of marked WS 3 PR and save resources, we propose an approach that allocates resources appropriately according to the given initial marking of idle places and the structural characteristics of the WS 3 PR. Note that the solution computed using the proposed approach is not guaranteed to be a minimal initial marking, in the sense that a smaller initial marking could exists that still ensures liveness. However, as validated by several numerical examples, the solution provided by the proposed approach is minimal. VOLUME 6, 2018
B. LIVENESS CONDITIONS FOR WS 3 PR
In this section, we introduce liveness conditions for a well-marked WS 3 PR system. Firstly, based on our prior work [25] , [31] , we extend some notions for S 3 PR to WS 3 PR in the following.
A subnet of a WS 3 PR is said to be a resource subnet if all the places in the subnet are resource places, while the resource subnet induced by a resource subset ⊆ P R is defined below. Note that we assume | | ≥ 2 throughout this work.
Definition 3: Given a WS 3 PR N = (P A ∪P 0 ∪P R , T , F, W ) and a resource subset
We denote the set of all α-transitions w.r.t. as T α ( ).
Definition 5: Consider the WS 3 PR system (N , M 0 ) in Fig. 2 . Let 1 = {r 1 , r 2 , r 3 }. We can obtain the 1 -induced resource subnet N 1 , as shown in Fig. 3(a) . By Definition 4, we have
Furthermore, we can obtain the characteristic resource subnet N c 1 as shown in Fig. 3(b) , which is clearly the resultant net by deleting α-transitions and related arcs from N 1 . Consider 2 = {r 2 , r 3 }. The 2 -induced resource subnet N 2 is shown in Fig. 3(c) . We can see that T α ( 2 ) = ∅ and thus the characteristic resource subnet N c 2 is also the net in Fig. 3(c) .
In this work, a strongly connected characteristic resource subnet is said to be a key resource subnet (KRS) for simplicity.
For instance, the net in Fig. 3(c) is a KRS of the WS 3 PR system (N , M 0 ) in Fig. 2 since it is a characteristic resource subnet and strongly connected. 
1.
:= Tarjan(N ); / * Tarjan [21] here returns the set of all strongly connected components in N with more than one node. * / 2. for each N ∈ do 3. if N contains α-transitions then 4.
Delete all α-transitions and their related arcs from N and denote the resultant net as N ; 5.
ContinueSearch (N ); 6. else 7.
:= ∪ {N }; 8. end if 9. end for In simple words, Function SearchMaxKRS works as follows: Firstly, Function Tarjan is called to handle the considered resource subnet, returning the set of all strongly connected components with more than one node. Then, for each strongly connected component, whether it contains α-transitions is determined. If it contains α-transitions, all α-transitions and their related arcs are removed from the net and Function Tarjan is called again to handle the resultant net; Otherwise, the strongly connected component is exactly a maximal KRS. By repeating the above procedure, all maximal KRSs in the considered resource subnet are naturally computed.
Proposition 2: Given a resource subnet N of a WS 3 PR, = SearchMaxKRS(N ) is the set of all maximal KRSs in N .
Proof: The result trivially follows from Definition 6 and Functions SearchMaxKRS and ContinueSearch.
Note that Function Tarjan has the polynomial complexity w.r.t. the net size, i.e., the total number of transitions and places in the handled net [21] . Hence, it is easy to see that Function SearchMaxKRS is of polynomial complexity w.r.t. the net size. Consider the WS 3 PR system (N , M 0 ) in Fig. 1 . The resource subnet induced by P R = {r 1 − r 7 } is shown in Fig. 4(a) , which is denoted by N R here. After applying Function SearchMaxKRS to N R , we can obtain the set of all maximal KRSs in N R , that is, = {N 1 , N 2 }, where N 1 and N 2 are depicted in Fig. 4(b) .
In what follows, we recall some concepts from the work [15] but with some modifications. Note that given a ∈ R, we use a to denote the biggest integer that is not bigger than a. For example, 3.2 = 3.
Definition 7 [15] : Given a resource subnet N = (P , T , F , W ) of a WS 3 PR (N , M 0 ) and a resource place r in N , the minimal remainder of r w.r.t. N and Fig. 4 (b) and a resource r 1 . We can see r 1 has only one input arc (t 2 , r 1 ). Hence, M 0 (r 1 ) − t∈T 1 ∩ • r1 a(t)W 1 (t, r 1 ) = 5 − 2a(t 2 ), where a(t 2 ) ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Clearly, 5 − 2a(t 2 ) reaches the minimum 1 when a(t 2 ) = 2. Hence, R min e (N 1 , r 1 , 5) = 1. Definition 8 [15] : Given a WS 3 PR (N , M 0 ) and a resource subset ⊆ P R , a transition t ∈ • ∩ • is said to be a β-transition w.r.t.
if R min e (N , r, M 0 (r)) ≥ W (r, t), where r is the unique input resource of t and N = ( , T , F , W ) is the -induced resource subnet. The set of all β-transitions w.r.t. is denoted by T β ( ).
Consider the WS 3 PR (N , M 0 ) in Fig. 1 and a resource subset = {r 1 − r 4 }. It is easy to see that the -induced resource subnet N is exactly the net N 1 in Fig. 4(b) . Consider transitions t 12 and t 13 in N . By Definitions 7 and 8, t 13 is a β-transition w.r.t. , while t 12 is not. This is because
Next, we introduce the concept of γ -transitions. Before that, some necessary notions are defined. Note that we call 
where q is the number of strongly connected state machines in N .
Consider the resource subnet Fig. 4(b) and a resource r 4 . As analyzed before, its corresponding WS 3 PR (N , M 0 ) in Fig. 1 has two strongly connected state machines that are defined in Definition 1 (6) . We label the left one the 1 st one and the right one the 2 nd one. Accordingly, we have 1 (N 1 , r 4 ) = 0 and 2 (N 1 , r 4 ) = M 0 (p 8 ) · W 1 (t 11 , r 4 ) = 10. As a result, S(N 1 , r 4 ) = M 0 (r 4 ) − 1 (N 1 , r 4 ) − 2 (N 1 , r 4 ) = 5.
Definition 11: Given a WS 3 PR (N , M 0 ) and a resource subset ⊆ P R , a transition t ∈ • ∩ • is said to be a γ -transition w.r.t. if S(N , r) ≥ W (r, t), where r is the unique input resource of t and N = ( , T , F , W ) is the -induced resource subnet. The set of all γ -transitions w.r.t. is denoted by T γ ( ). Consider again the WS 3 PR (N , M 0 ) in Fig. 1 and a resource subset = {r 1 − r 4 }. The -induced resource subnet N is the net N 1 in Fig. 4(b) . We can see that t 4 is a γ -transition w.r.t. since S(N , r 4 ) = 5 > W (r 4 , t 4 ).
Definition 12: Given a WS 3 PR system (N , M 0 ), where N = (P A ∪P 0 ∪P R , T , F, W ), and a resource subset ⊆ P R , we define N * = ( , T * , F * , W * ) a special resource subnet of N induced by if
Clearly, a special resource subnet can be obtained from a corresponding characteristic resource subnet by deleting all β-transitions and γ -transitions as well as their related arcs. Note that, a strongly connected special resource subnet is said to be a vital resource subnet (VRS) for simplicity.
Proposition 3: Given a well-marked WS 3 
Proof: See Appendix. Remark 1: Most works in the literature define specific resource subnets or circuits relying on their structural characteristics in the given PN only, such as the characteristic resource subnets in [25] , maximal perfect resource-transition circuits in [29] , and circuits considered in [39] . In contrast, special resource subnets in this work are defined not only based on specific structural characteristics but also related to the initial marking of the given WS 3 PR. More importantly, we note that whether or not a transition is a β-or γ -transition is related to the initial marking of the corresponding WS 3 PR, while whether or not a transition is an α-transition is not related to the initial marking. Accordingly, whether there exists a VRS (i.e., a strongly connected special resource subnet) in a WS 3 PR is related to the initial marking of the WS 3 PR, but whether there exists a KRS (i.e., a strongly connected characteristic resource subnet) in a WS 3 PR is not related to the initial marking. Based on this fact, we propose a resource allocation method to solve Problem 1 in the next section. The basic idea is: for a WS 3 PR with the initial marking w.r.t. idle places known only, we can make some transitions in each KRS of the net become β-or γ -transitions by allocating proper initial token-counts to resource places and thereby make each special resource subnet of the net system not strongly connected (i.e., no VRS exist). Clearly, such a net system is live due to Proposition 3.
C. ALGORITHM FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this section, we propose an approach to solve Problem 1. More precisely, a resource allocation approach is developed to guarantee the liveness of a WS 3 PR system. Firstly, we introduce the following concepts, where N is assumed to be a resource subnet of a WS 3 PR N where only the initial marking of idle places M 00 is given.
Definition 13: Given a resource subnet N = (P , T , F , W ) and a resource place r in N , a positive integer a ∈ N + is said to be a candidate initial token-count of r w.r.t. N if
We denote (N , r) the set of all candidate initial tokencounts of r w.r.t. N . Furthermore, given a positive integer b ∈ N + , we define min (N , r, b) = min{a ∈ (N , r)| a ≥ b}.
Consider the resource subnet N 1 in Fig. 4 (b) and the resource r 1 . We have (N 1 , r 1 ) = {3, 5, 7, 9 , . . .}. Then, it is easy to see that min (N 1 , r 1 , 2) = 3 and min (N 1 , r 1 , 6 
Definition 14: Given a resource subnet N and a resource place r in N , r is said to be a candidate resource in N if (N , r) = ∅ and we denote (N ) the set of all candidate resources in N .
According to Definitions 13 and 14, it is easy to obtain the following two properties, by which some resources that are not candidate resources can be determined quickly.
Property 1: Given a resource subnet N = (P , T , F , W ) and a resource place
Property 2: Given a resource subnet N = (P , T , F , W ) and a resource place
Next, we present Algorithm 1 to compute an initial marking of resource places for a WS 3 PR with an initial marking of idle places given. Theorem 1 shows that M 0R computed by Algorithm 1 together with the given M 00 and M 0A = 0 constitutes an acceptable initial marking of the WS 3 PR that guarantees the liveness of the net system. We explain Algorithm 1 in detail as follows: Firstly, Steps 1 to 3 initialize an initial marking of resource places, which ensures that the final computed initial marking is acceptable. Next, starting from the resource subnet induced by all resource places of the WS 3 PR and the initialized M 0R , we recursively call Function TokenAllocate that gradually updates (to be more exact, increases) the initial token-counts in some resource places. More specifically, we search KRSs in the WS 3 PR from large to small size and every time a KRS is found, we make some transitions in it become β-or γ -transitions by updating initial token-counts of resource places. That way, we make all special resource subnets of the final net system not strongly connected (i.e., no VRS exist). As a result, the final WS 3 PR system is live. We note that, as shown in Steps 3-9 of Function TokenAllocate, every time a KRS is found, a candidate resource has the priority to update its token-count. In other words, we make some transitions of the KRS become β-transitions if possible, and otherwise γ -transitions.
Based on the above analysis and Propositions 2 and 3, it is natural to obtain the following result.
Theorem 1: Given a WS 3 PR N and an initial marking w.r.t. idle places M 00 , the WS 3 PR system (N , M 0 ) is well-marked and live, where M 0 = [M 00 , M 0A , M 0R ], M 0A = 0, and M 0R is the output of Algorithm 1 with N and M 00 as inputs.
Consider the WS 3 PR N in Fig. 1 and suppose that only the initial marking of idle places M 00 = 10p 1 + 10p 8 is given.
Algorithm 1 Computation of an Initial Marking of Resource Places
Input: A WS 3 PR N = (P 0 ∪ P A ∪ P R , T , F, W ) with a given initial marking of idle places M 00 ; Output: The initial marking of resource places M 0R . 1. for each r ∈ P R do 2.
M 0R (r) := max t∈r • W (r, t); 3. end for 4. Get the resource subnet induced by P R and denote it as
A resource subnet N X and its corresponding initial marking M X 0 ; Output: An updated initial marking M X 0 .
1.
= SearchMaxKRS(N X ); / * SearchMaxKRS returns the set of all maximal KRSs in N X . * / 2. for each
Select a resource place r ∈ (N ) and let M X 0 (r) := min (N , r, M X 0 (r)); 5.
Select a resource place r ∈ N and let M X 0 (r) :=
≥ W (r, t)}; 9. end if 10. Delete r, all transitions in T del as well as their related arcs from N and denote the resulting net N = (P , T , F , W ); 11. M X 0 | P := TokenAllocate(N , M X 0 | P ); / * M X 0 | P denotes the restriction of marking M X 0 to the place set P * / 12. end for 13. Output: M X 0 .
Let us see how Algorithm 1 works to allocate resources for the net. Firstly, M 0R is initialized as M 0R = 2r 1 + 3r 2 + r 3 + 4r 4 + 2r 5 + 3r 6 + 2r 7 . Next, the P R -induced resource subnet N R is computed, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , and TokenAllocate(N R , M 0R ) is executed as follows: By calling SearchMaxKRS(N R ), we obtain two maximal KRSs N 1 and N 2 shown in Fig. 4(b) . Consider N 1 . We can determine quickly that (N 1 ) = {r 1 } by Properties 1 and 2. Hence, M 0R (r 1 ) is updated as M 0R (r 1 ) = min (N 1 , r 1 , 2) = 3 and T del = {t 13 }. Note that T del here is actually a set of β-transitions. After deleting r 1 and t 13 from N 1 , we can find another KRS N 1 as shown in Fig. 5 . Clearly, (N 1 ) = {r 2 } and thus M 0R (r 2 ) is updated as 5 and T del = {t 12 }. Similarly, after deleting r 2 and t 12 from N 1 , the KRS N 1 in Fig. 5 is found. We can see that neither r 3 nor r 4 is a candidate resource and thus we select arbitrarily a resource to allocate tokens. Here, we select r 3 and we have M 0R (r 3 ) = 11 and T del = {t 11 } by Steps 7 and 8 of Function TokenAllocate. Note that T del here is a set of γ -transitions. After deleting r 3 and t 11 from N 1 , no KRS can be found, which indicates that resource allocation in the net N 1 is finished. Hence, we have M 0R | P1 = 3r 1 + 5r 2 + 11r 3 + 4r 4 , where P 1 denotes the set of all resource places in N 1 . Then, consider N 2 in Fig. 4(b) . Similarly, we obtain M 0R | P2 = 3r 5 + 3r 6 , where P 2 denotes the set of all resource places in N 2 . Finally, Algorithm 1 outputs M 0R = 3r 1 + 5r 2 + 11r 3 + 4r 4 + 3r 5 + 3r 6 + 2r 7 .
D. FURTHER COMMENTS
When determining whether a resource r in N = (P , T , F , W ) is a candidate resource, we can set the upper
i (N , r) to integers that we should check. In other words, we modify the definition of candidate resources such that if each positive integer smaller than B leads to the minimal remainder of r w.r.t. N smaller than min t∈r • ∩T W (r, t), we determine that r is not a candidate resource in N . We say that such a modification is reasonable since any integer equal to or bigger than B is an initial token-count of r that makes some of its output transitions become γ -transitions. In other words, B is a big enough initial token-count of r that makes some of its output transitions deletable.
Moreover, we notice that the solution provided by Algorithm 1 is not univocally determined. This is because it is not specified which resource place should be allocated tokens first in the case that there exists no candidate resource or there exists more than one candidate resource in a found KRS. For instance, when the KRS N 1 is found in the above example, we can also select r 4 first to allocate its tokens. That way, the final solution is M 0R = 3r 1 + 5r 2 + r 3 + 14r 4 + 3r 5 + 3r 6 + 2r 7 . In addition, we observe that the resulting M 0R by Algorithm 1 is not necessarily a minimal marking that guarantees the liveness of the WS 3 PR system. However, it is worth noting that in Algorithm 1, every time we make a transition become a β-or γ -transition, we allocate as few tokens as possible to its input resource place, which makes the computed M 0R small. Indeed, the solution provided by Algorithm 1 is exactly a minimal one in several examples that we tested. Besides, we note that the solution tends to be VOLUME 6, 2018 a minimal one if every time a KRS is found in Algorithm 1, a candidate resource always exits in it. How to get a minimal marking that enforces liveness on WS 3 PR systems will be studied intensively in our future work. Besides, a similar but more complex problem deserves to be considered, that is, for a WS 3 PR with M 00 given, if each resource type is associated with a cost weight, how can we allocate resources to both guarantee the liveness of the WS 3 PR system and minimize the total cost of resources? In addition, it is significant to evaluate the solution by taking the behavioral permissiveness into consideration in the future work.
E. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In the final section, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed approach (Algorithm 1) w.r.t. the net size, i.e., the total number of places and transitions in the considered WS 3 PR. We can see that the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 consists in two main parts. One is computing maximal KRSs in a resultant subnet and the other is determining whether a candidate resource exits in a KRS. The first one is realized by calling Function SearchMaxKRS that is of polynomial complexity w.r.t. the net size. Concerning the second one, suppose that N = (P , T , F , W ) is the considered KRS, it requires to determine if there exists a resource r in N and a positive integer a ∈ Z + such that
The computation of R min e (N , r, a) indeed requires solving an integer linear programming (ILP) problem, that is,
where
As analyzed in the work [15] , solving the ILP problem (1) is an NP-hard problem w.r.t. the number of input transitions of r, while for a subclass of WS 3 PR named k-WS 3 PR [15] , the ILP problem (1) can be solved in polynomial time. Specifically, a k-WS 3 PR is a WS 3 PR where each resource has at most k input transitions. Most of the realworld manufacturing systems that can be modeled by WS 3 PR are exactly k-WS 3 PR with k being a small positive integer. This is because a resource in the real-world is usually limitedly shared considering its physical limitation, capability and security. In addition, as stated before, when determining whether a resource r in N is a candidate resource, the upper bound B can be set to integers that should be checked. Hence, for k-WS 3 PR whether a candidate resource exits in a KRS can be determined in polynomial time.
Furthermore, note that in Algorithm 1, Function SearchMaxKRS is called to handle the P R -induced resource subnet N R first and then every time a resource is deleted from a subnet, it is called again. Besides, every time a KRS is computed by Function SearchMaxKRS, it is determined whether a candidate resource exits in the KRS. Consequently, it is trivial to see that for k-WS 3 PR the proposed approach has polynomial complexity w.r.t. the net size. As for WS 3 PR, the proposed approach is of NP complexity w.r.t. the net size.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work proposes a resource allocation approach for liveness enforcement in WS 3 PR systems. Firstly, a sufficient condition for a WS 3 PR system being live is revealed, that is, no VRS exists. Next, for a WS 3 PR with the initial marking of idle places given, an algorithm is developed to compute an initial marking of resource places that guarantees liveness. Essentially, this algorithm makes some transitions in each found KRS (i.e., strongly connected characteristic resource subnet) become β-or γ -transitions by allocating as few as possible tokens to some resources and thereby destroys all VRSs (i.e., strongly connected special resource subnets) in the final system. Consequently, the liveness of the final WS 3 PR system is guaranteed.
In our future work, we intend to study: 1) how to compute a minimal initial marking of resource places that guarantees the liveness of WS 3 PR systems; 2) how to minimize the total cost of resources to guarantee the liveness of WS 3 PR systems; and 3) how to guarantee the liveness of WS 3 PR systems by resource allocation approaches that consider both saving resources and improving behavioral permissiveness.
APPENDIX
We provide proofs of Propositions 1 and 3 here. Before that, we have to introduce some notations and present some lemmas.
Given a WS 3 The marking in Lemma 1 is called a clear marking [17] . We note that we call π = x 1 x 2 . . . x n a reverse path of a PN N if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, x i+1 ∈ • x i , where x i ∈ P ∪ T . Besides, we call a path (resp., circuit) a resource path (resp., resource circuit) if all places in it are resource places. Given a resource path or resource circuit π, we use T (π ) and R(π) to denote sets of transitions and resources in π. In the following, we present a lemma, which indicates that at a clear marking M , starting from any 1-type dead transition, a circuit consisting of resources and 1-type dead transitions can be found following a reverse resource path.
